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OUR CENTRESOUR CENTRESOUR CENTRESOUR CENTRESOUR CENTRES
Established in 1983-84 as a rural development
communication initiative, Consumer Unity & Trust Society
(CUTS) is now at the cutting edge of the consumer movement
in India as well as across the globe and has become a leading
Southern voice on trade, regulation and governance. Today,
CUTS International, with a staff of around 150, operates out of:
� Three programme centres in Jaipur (CUTS Centre for
International Trade, Economics and Environment, CUTS
Centre for Consumer Action, Research and Training and
CUTS Centre for Competition, Investment and Economic
Regulation), one in Chittorgarh (CUTS Centre for Human
Development);

� An advocacy Centre in New Delhi, and a Centre in Calcutta
(focussing on Consumer Safety and Grassroots Economic
Development), India; and

� Five affiliated centres in Lusaka, Zambia; Nairobi, Kenya;
Accra, Ghana; Hanoi, Vietnam; Geneva, Switzerland; and
Washington DC (USA)
The organisation elects its Board/Executive Committee every

fourth year, while the Secretary General heads the Secretariat.
The organisation is accredited by Credibility Alliance and
affiliated with the United Nations Conference on Trade and
Development (UNCTAD) and several other inter-governmental
and non-governmental organisations.

CUTS International�s vision is �Consumer Sovereignty� and
mission is �Consumer Sovereignty in the Framework of Social
Justice, Economic Equality and Environmental Balance, Within
and Across Borders�. In all its work, it follows the method of
research-based advocacy and connects the grassroots with the
national and international policymaking processes.
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FROM THE
SECRETARY
GENERAL'S
DESK

FOREWORD

The year 2018 was significant in the world�s history in many ways.

The UN Climate Conference (COP24) saw the adoption of �Katowice package�, the rulebook
for implementation of the 2015 Paris climate agreement.

India and the US signed the Communications Compatibility and Security Agreement during
their first-ever �two plus two� dialogue, which will help India obtain critical and encrypted
defence technologies for the Indian defence platforms from the US.

The European Union�s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) came into effect, imposing
strict privacy controls for European citizens worldwide.

Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg apologised for the data debacle that has dragged the social
media giant into a huge controversy.

At home in India, many events happened throughout the year. The Seoul Peace Prize
Committee conferred the 2018 Seoul Peace Prize on Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi for
his contribution to world peace through his economic vision, �Modinomics�. With this, he
became the 14th recipient of this coveted award.

Modi unveiled Sardar Patel�s Statue of Unity which is twice the height of Statue of Liberty in
the US and built near the Sardar Sarovar Dam.

The Indian Space Research Organisation launched 31 satellites along with Cartosat-2 satellite
on its 44.4-metre tall Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle rocket.

The world�s first thermal battery plant was built in Andhra Pradesh, Hyderabad, which is seen
as a great alternative to the energy produced using fossil fuels.

As I reflect on the year 2018, I see both ? accomplishments and milestones ? that CUTS has
achieved and our unfinished but continuing agenda. In both the situations, I am convinced

PPPPPradeep S Mehtaradeep S Mehtaradeep S Mehtaradeep S Mehtaradeep S Mehta

Secretary General
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that more intensive and extensive work is to be done not only by CUTS
but also by other likeminded groups, particularly for seeking solutions
to the myriad problems that the world, in general, and India, in
particular face.

Since inception, CUTS has chosen to engage with pressing economic
issues through three core pillars of Consumer Welfare ? Rules-based
Trade, Effective Regulation and Good Governance. All three areas are
geared to address social, economic and environmental challenges and
dimensions of �Sustainable Development� through various tools and
their application for �Consumer Empowerment�.

Our Centre at Chittorgarh received appreciation by District Election
Commission, Chittorgarh for effective interventions in the area of
electoral registration ? meaningful and high voter turnout with greater
participation from persons with disability under Systematic Voters�
Education and Electoral Participation Programme launched by the
Election Commission of India.

The National Conference on �25 Years of 74th Constitutional
Amendment Act� organised in association with NITI Aayog not only
received appreciation from policymakers but also attracted a lot of
attention in leading national and regional dailies. The gaps and
challenges in the implementation of 74th Constitutional Amendment
Act (CAA) even after 25 years became a topic of discussion and
concern in the policy circles. CUTS urged policymakers/stakeholders to
assess the Indian urban scenario as the time has come to revisit the
74th CAA. The Act has lacunae and major implementation gaps that
need to be addressed in keeping with the times, using principles of
democratic decentralisation in true sense and strengthening of
governance structure at urban local level.

A research report was prepared covering cost benefit analysis of select
provisions and broad recommendations on potential regulatory
alternatives. The same was well received by the media as well as

policymakers and a presentation was delivered before the NITI Aayog and
Ministry of Road, Transport & Highways. The report was also listed as a
valuable resource for the MOVE Global Mobility Summit held at New
Delhi in September 2018.

CUTS and its country partners have been able to reach out to more than
2,100 people in Bangladesh, Bhutan, India and Nepal (BBIN) and
Myanmar sub-region. It has also been able to effectively communicate the
livelihood and gender concerns of grassroot stakeholders to policymakers
which would help them in making the Motor Vehicles Agreement an
inclusive agreement.

The prospects of allowing mechanised boats (20-50 tonne capacity) to
navigate across border between Dhubri (India) and Chilmari
(Bangladesh) by identifying the potential cargo as well as the socio
economic benefits of cross border trade were highlighted by CUTS, and
its recommendations were discussed in the 19th Standing Committee on
Protocol, following which both were declared as �Ports of Call� in the
respective countries.

I have also been nominated as a member of the Think Tank to finalise
framework for a �National Policy on E-commerce� by the Ministry of
Commerce & Industry, Government of India. But the framework had
become a Christmas Tree. Now the Department of Industrial Promotion
and International Trade has put a new draft which will be adopted only
once the new government is in place.

Our Centre in Geneva supported East African countries in drafting of a
regional submission to United Nations Framework Convention on Climate
Change (UNFCCC) on the Koronivia Joint Work on Agriculture. It also
proposed a roadmap for the Koronivia Joint Work on Agriculture, which
the UNFCCC membership reflected in the outcomes of the Bonn Climate
Conference in May 2018.
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Our Centre in Nairobi has been working through the Voice for Change
Partnership (V4CP) to engage key players in the dairy industry to turn the
situation around. James Kariithi, Coordinator, Agricultural Sector
Development Support Programme, Laikipia County opined that CUTS and
V4CP�s partnership has added value to their work by increasing
awareness that food security is not only about volume but also about
nutrition and safety.

Hanoi Centre advocated for the need of promoting Digital Economy in the
country, by showcasing the benefits brought forth by digital technologies.
The need for optimal regulations was also stressed upon, based on the
challenges faced by the digital economy due to sub-optimal regulations.
The primary and secondary research conducted for these, yielded a
research report entitled �Enabling a Digital Economy for Inclusive
Development in Vietnam� which was released in an international
conference held at Bangkok during August 2018.

The Ghanaian Trade Minister and Ghana International Trade Commission
acknowledged the relentless efforts of CUTS Ghana in ensuring that
Ghana has a functional competition policy and law to guide the conduct
of the market and enhance enabling business environment for the private
sector. Frank Agyekum, Secretary, Ghana International Trade Commission
assured that the government will prioritise the passage of the law in
2019.

Our Centre in Lusaka signed an MoU with the Lusaka City Council to
cooperate in raising consumer awareness on the need to move away from
mono diets. This is important given that Zambia has highest levels of
malnutrition in Africa. Both the institutions would jointly organise
discussions on consumer rights and responsibilities on diet-related issues
and share information on programmes, activities and projects of mutual
interest.

In April 2018, we launched our 6th Overseas Centre in Washington DC,
USA to capture and promote the spirit of closer cooperation with the US

on several economic and strategic issues in the context of Indo-Pacific
region and in partnership with Australia and Japan, reaching out to Africa
at the other end.

The organization, CUTS was admitted as the 30th partner of UNCTAD for
its E-trade Initiative. I was invited by the UN Economic Commission of
Africa and the African Union Commission as an Expert on Competition
Policy and Consumer Protection in the preparation of draft protocols for
the upcoming Africa Continental Free Trade Agreement.

In short, our footprint of interventions is from grassroots to international
level on a wide bandwith. This gives us a unique edge in bridging gaps
between grassroots concerns and higher-level thinking, which is so
crucial for better adoption and implementation of policies and
regulations. Our dilemma today is about the cross road of economic
model that the whole world is. Socialism is dead and capitalism is
declining with increasing inequality.

While we are at it, we feel there is much that needs to be done to relay
the concerns of the last mile to the national and international level. With
this as a guiding force, I hope that in future we will not only be able to
scale up our work but also the intended impact.

I am extremely grateful to all partner organisations, development
partners, individuals and institutions, experts, media and academia, and
government departments and private groups for their continued support.
Equally important have been the efforts of my colleagues who collectively
contributed towards making CUTS an internationally-recognised
organisation and maintained our reputation of being an effective outcome-
oriented organisation. I am sure that they will continue to work with us
diligently in our future endeavours with rolled up sleeves.

April 2019 PPPPPradeep S Mehtaradeep S Mehtaradeep S Mehtaradeep S Mehtaradeep S Mehta
Jaipur Secretary General
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ABOUT US

CUTS was established in 1983 as a
small group of concerned citizens.
Since then it has been working

towards bridging the gap between the
people at the grassroots and the
international policymaking community.
Today, it is a leading consumer organisation
in India. More importantly, CUTS is now at
the cutting edge of the consumer movement,
not only in India but also in other parts of
the world. The organisation focusses its
programmes on three core areas:

Trade

Regulation

Governance

Historical PHistorical PHistorical PHistorical PHistorical Perspectiveerspectiveerspectiveerspectiveerspective
CUTS began from a rural development initiative, a wall
newspaper, Gram Gadar (Village Revolution). As the
organisation�s mouthpiece, Gram Gadar is published regularly
and reaches every nook and corner of Rajasthan, even to the
remote villages where radio is the only medium of
communication. It has been instrumental in providing a forum
for providing justice to the oppressed classes at the grassroots.

ObjectivesObjectivesObjectivesObjectivesObjectives
� Initiate, undertake and aid directly or through its affiliated bodies, schemes for the

furtherance of consumer and public welfare
� Promote, organise and assist measures for the availability of consumer commodities and

services
� Study consumer and public interest/welfare problems and evolve remedies
� Publish studies, periodicals, reports and other literature relating to consumer

commodities and services
� Undertake, research and case studies in respect of consumer commodities and services

public interest/welfare
� Advise and if necessary, assist government and the concerned authorities in framing

and enforcing laws to safeguard the interests of the consumer and citizen
� Disseminate knowledge and information and to educate the public regarding consumer

and public interest/welfare problems and programmes on a scientific basis
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VisionVisionVisionVisionVision

Consumer SovereigntyConsumer SovereigntyConsumer SovereigntyConsumer SovereigntyConsumer Sovereignty

CUTS� work for more inclusive policy making
processes supports its vision of �consumer
sovereignty�.

� Increase people�s participation at various
levels of governance and
implementation of policies, laws, and
rules

� Government agencies are held
accountable in the provision of quality
goods, services and technologies in
social and utility sectors

� Development of well-functioning
markets

� Effective competition policy and law
regime, welfare maximising sector
regulations, and an enabling investment
regime

� Create a questioning society through
empowering non-state actors (NSAs) to
promote transparency and accountability
in the system of trade governance

MissionMissionMissionMissionMission
Consumer sovereignty in the framework of social
justice, economic equality and environmental
balance, within and across borders

Organisational DevelopmentOrganisational DevelopmentOrganisational DevelopmentOrganisational DevelopmentOrganisational Development
From a small voluntary group of concerned
citizens operating out of a garage on a zero
budget to an international nongovernmental
organisations (NGO), the journey is marked
with healthy growth. The year 2015-16 was
marked by important organisational
developments within the country and
abroad. CUTS� centres are broadly divided into
two distinct categories:

CentresCentresCentresCentresCentres
� Centre for International Trade,

Economics & Environment
� Centre for Consumer Action,

Research & Training
� Centre for Human Development
� Centre for Competition,

Investment & Economic Regulation
� Delhi Resource Centre
� Calcutta Resource Centre

Affiliated CentresAffiliated CentresAffiliated CentresAffiliated CentresAffiliated Centres
� Lusaka, Zambia
� Nairobi, Kenya
� Accra, Ghana
� Hanoi, Vietnam
� Geneva, Switzerland
� Washington DC, USA

LibrarLibrarLibrarLibrarLibrary and Documentationy and Documentationy and Documentationy and Documentationy and Documentation
CUTS library and documentation
department plays a vital role in supporting
in-house research work by facilitating
access to relevant information sources.

CUTS library has an extensive collection of
books, journals, research reports, working
papers, monographs, briefing papers,
brochures and pamphlets in the fields of
economics, economic development, foreign
direct investment (FDI), competition,
poverty, industry, international trade, trade
and development, trade and environment,
energy, agriculture, law, consumerism etc.
It subscribes 22 journals/magazines and
more than 10 newspapers. It also contains
wide collection of CDs/audio-videos/
photographs.

This unit has a database, which is a
collection of international, national and
grassroot level organisations including inter-
governmental organisations, governmental
organisations and NGOs. It contains Postal
Mailing Lists (ML), Electronic List (EL), and
Visiting Cards. Information Unit is
responsible for providing Mailing List(s) to
the despatch section in label format.
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How WHow WHow WHow WHow We We We We We Work: Three �ork: Three �ork: Three �ork: Three �ork: Three �VVVVVerererererticals� of CUTSticals� of CUTSticals� of CUTSticals� of CUTSticals� of CUTS
State institutions in many developing countries have a significant role in supplying public
goods to consumers. With an active network of over 950 voluntary organisations across
Rajasthan, India, CUTS works on good governancegood governancegood governancegood governancegood governance through grassroots capacity building,
networking, and awareness leading to government engagement to bring marginalised voices to
the table and ensure accountability of policy practices.

CUTS also works with a network of more than 60 research and CSO partners around the world
toward rules-based traderules-based traderules-based traderules-based traderules-based trade for consumers across the developing world to enjoy the benefits of
liberalisation and integration into the world economy.

Supply-side dimensions of many public goods and services are changing fast, becoming more
like semi-public goods. Therefore, CUTS works for effective regulationeffective regulationeffective regulationeffective regulationeffective regulation so that consumers
can have better access to quality goods and services at affordable prices.

InfrastructureInfrastructureInfrastructureInfrastructureInfrastructure
Considerable investments were made on
information technology and office equipments.
New books were added to the library. The
number of computers increased from 45 to 68
and some of the existing computers were
upgraded for compatibility. Heavy duty
centralised printers were installed. Centralised
network and Internet connectivity was provided.
High-end electronic gadgets like routers at all
the three offices at Jaipur to control the Internet
bandwidth and fight spam in order to give users
non-stop browsing and increase the productivity,
were purchased.
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RULES-BASED TRADE
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Internationalisation of Micro & SmallInternationalisation of Micro & SmallInternationalisation of Micro & SmallInternationalisation of Micro & SmallInternationalisation of Micro & Small
Enterprises (MSEs) through e-commerceEnterprises (MSEs) through e-commerceEnterprises (MSEs) through e-commerceEnterprises (MSEs) through e-commerceEnterprises (MSEs) through e-commerce

The project aimed at assessing the impact of de minimis values
on the export of low-value consignments by MSEs using e-
commerce. The project was supported by the public policy
division of eBayInc, the eBay Mainstreet. CUTS teams surveyed
MSEs of Kenya, Vietnam and India to find evidence and analyse
the challenges faced by them.

ExporExporExporExporExport-t-t-t-t-oriented FDI, FToriented FDI, FToriented FDI, FToriented FDI, FToriented FDI, FTAs and GST inAs and GST inAs and GST inAs and GST inAs and GST in
IndiaIndiaIndiaIndiaIndia

The broad objective of this study was to examine issues in
attracting export-oriented Foreign Direct Investment (FDI),
especially in the context of Special Economic Zones (SEZs)
and Export Oriented Units (EOUs), along with assessing the
impact of Free Trade Agreements (FTAs) and Goods and
Services Tax (GST) on production, employment and export
performances of SEZs and EOUs. Surveys for primary data
were conducted with SEZs and EOUs of Andhra Pradesh,
Gujarat, Maharashtra, Rajasthan, Tamil Nadu and Telangana.
The project was supported by the Department of Economic
Affairs, Ministry of Finance, Government of India.

Based on the observations from primary surveys from Kenya,

Vietnam and India, CUTS recommended evidence-based measures to

strengthen the competitiveness of MSEs so as to enable them to take

part in international trade through e-commerce

The study provided a specific

set of policy recommendations for boosting the

flow of export-oriented FDI into India, especially

in SEZs. It also generated a substantial

understanding of the impact of FTAs and GST on

production, employment & export performance

of SEZs and EOUs
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Building Consensus on Cross-border TBuilding Consensus on Cross-border TBuilding Consensus on Cross-border TBuilding Consensus on Cross-border TBuilding Consensus on Cross-border Trade Using Small Boatsrade Using Small Boatsrade Using Small Boatsrade Using Small Boatsrade Using Small Boats

The project, supported by The Asia Foundation, aimed to facilitate cross-border trade through waterways using small mechanised boats in
the international border area of Dhubri (Assam, India) and Chilmari (Kurigram, Bangladesh) along the India-Bangladesh Protocol Route 1.

PPPPPromoting Ecoromoting Ecoromoting Ecoromoting Ecoromoting Eco-----TTTTTourism and Cross-Borderourism and Cross-Borderourism and Cross-Borderourism and Cross-Borderourism and Cross-Border
NavigationNavigationNavigationNavigationNavigation

CUTS, with the support of Oxfam Cambodia, aims to create evidence on the
economic, social and environmental implications of cross-border trade using
mechanised boats in shorter trans-boundary stretches in Barak, Gomti and Haora
rivers of Meghna basin. The project will also look into the impact of community-
based river tourism in Gomti and Umngot rivers.

The study is expected to generate evidence to

support policy advocacy on regulatory aspects

of short-haul cross-border inland navigation

and community-based river tourism

The project was successful in identifying

tradable commodities and has generated

evidence on the possible impact of cross-

border trade on riverine livelihoods and local

economies. As a result of evidence-based

advocacy, Dhubri and Chilmari have been

declared as �Ports of Call� in India and

Bangladesh, respectively
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Enhancing WEnhancing WEnhancing WEnhancing WEnhancing Womenomenomenomenomen�s�s�s�s�s
PPPPParararararticipation in Cross-ticipation in Cross-ticipation in Cross-ticipation in Cross-ticipation in Cross-
border Tborder Tborder Tborder Tborder Traderaderaderaderade

This project, supported under the Direct Aid
Program of the Australian High Commission,
New Delhi, is an attempt by CUTS to
understand the participation and engagement
of women in trade, particularly in the North
Eastern States of India, and recognise
opportunities, prospects and capacity needs to
enhance their participation in trade.

Demystifying NTBs toDemystifying NTBs toDemystifying NTBs toDemystifying NTBs toDemystifying NTBs to
India-BangladeshIndia-BangladeshIndia-BangladeshIndia-BangladeshIndia-Bangladesh
Agriculture TAgriculture TAgriculture TAgriculture TAgriculture Traderaderaderaderade

CUTS, with the support of US Agency for
International Development (USAID)
implemented a project to identify non-tariff
barriers (NTBs) faced by Indian exporters and
importers while trading with Bangladesh in
selected agricultural products that are being
traded through five Indian land ports, namely,
Petrapole, Ghojadanga, Mahadipur, Hili and
Agartala, and their implications on livelihood
and food security of producers.

The project aims

at increased

awareness among

women

stakeholders on

procedures and

processes involved

in cross-border

trade; alongside

existing

opportunities and

prospects that they

can explore

The project identified NTBs faced by Indian exporters and importers while trading with

Bangladesh in select agricultural products with an emphasis on specific trade corridors

between India and Bangladesh. The findings and recommendations made by CUTS are

expected to contribute to and facilitate existing discourse on regional value chains (RVCs)

and food security
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Gender Dimensions of TGender Dimensions of TGender Dimensions of TGender Dimensions of TGender Dimensions of Traderaderaderaderade
FFFFFacilitation Agreementacilitation Agreementacilitation Agreementacilitation Agreementacilitation Agreement

Pursuant to the WTO Ministerial Conference
decision in Buenos Aires to make collective efforts
in curbing gender discrimination by emphasising
gender-inclusive trade and development policies,
CUTS has undertaken this project with the support
of the Department for International Development
(DFID), UK. Along with its country partners in
Bangladesh, Bhutan and Nepal, CUTS aims to
prepare cases in favour of gender-inclusive trade
policies to enhance participation of women from
the sub-region in trade and trade-related income-
generating activities. The evidence will be
collected from women-led/managed/owned
MSMEs in Bangladesh, Bhutan, India and Nepal
(BBIN).

With support from DFID, UK,
CUTS undertook this project to
understand the policy,
procedural and political
economy hurdles to trade,
transport and transit facilitation
regime in Eastern South Asia
comprising of the BBIN group
of countries and Myanmar. The
study explores how facilitating
such connectivity will have a
direct/indirect impact on
development parameters, such
as livelihood, poverty and
gender.

CUTS and its country

partners have been

able to reachout to

more than 2,100

people in BBIN and

Myanmar sub-region.

It has also been able

to effectively

communicate the

livelihood and gender

concerns of grassroot

stakeholders to

policymakers which

would help them to

make the Motor

Vehicles Agreement

(MVA) a more

inclusive one

The project is

expected to enhance

awareness among

women entrepreneurs

(existing and potential)

in BBIN on possible

RVSs and their

importance in socio-

economic

development, in

particular and of entire

sub-region, in general.

Evidence collected

from BBIN would

support the case for

gender-responsive

trade policies for

women�s economic

empowerment in BBIN

BBIN Motor VBBIN Motor VBBIN Motor VBBIN Motor VBBIN Motor Vehicles Pehicles Pehicles Pehicles Pehicles Pactactactactact
to be a Game-changerto be a Game-changerto be a Game-changerto be a Game-changerto be a Game-changer
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Jal Marg Vikas PJal Marg Vikas PJal Marg Vikas PJal Marg Vikas PJal Marg Vikas Project � NWroject � NWroject � NWroject � NWroject � NW-1-1-1-1-1

CUTS assisted Inland Waterways Authority of India in organising outreach events in
the states of UP, Jharkhand and West Bengal by mobilising local communities.

Manage Data Acquisition for TTLC SurManage Data Acquisition for TTLC SurManage Data Acquisition for TTLC SurManage Data Acquisition for TTLC SurManage Data Acquisition for TTLC Survey invey invey invey invey in
IndiaIndiaIndiaIndiaIndia

CUTS was engaged in primary data collection for Global Alliance for Trade
Facilitation and Maresk to capture the Total Transport and Logistics Costs (TTLC)
along the supply chain of specific sectors and trade corridors leading to the
Jawaharlal Nehru Port (JNPT) so as to identify trade facilitation impediments at
JNPT port.

The study sought to
ensure better
participation of
traders across
different sectors
such as textiles,
automobile, food
processing,

pharmaceutical,
etc., in global trade

The project aims at

generating increased

awareness among

local communities of

the benefits of inland

water transportation
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Examining International TExamining International TExamining International TExamining International TExamining International Traderaderaderaderade
PPPPPolicy Issues Rolicy Issues Rolicy Issues Rolicy Issues Rolicy Issues Related toelated toelated toelated toelated to
Agricultural PAgricultural PAgricultural PAgricultural PAgricultural Productsroductsroductsroductsroducts

CUTS provides consultancy services to the Ministry of
Agriculture and Farmer�s Welfare as well as the Ministry of
Food Processing Industries, Government of India. This
involves creating a database of India�s trade flows for all
agricultural and processed products as well as of trade
flows for major trade blocs, analysing the data to capture
the broad export and import trends and conducting
competitiveness analysis.

With the support from US State
Department, CUTS in collaboration with
The East-West Center (EWC) and
Federation of Indian Chambers of
Commerce and Industry (FICCI),
organised a Regional Connectivity
Conference to create a multidisciplinary,
multi-country platform for policy
discussions and exchange and
networking amongst key stakeholders
interested in promoting greater
connectivity in South Asia.

Regional ConnectivityRegional ConnectivityRegional ConnectivityRegional ConnectivityRegional Connectivity
Conference: South AsiaConference: South AsiaConference: South AsiaConference: South AsiaConference: South Asia
in the Indoin the Indoin the Indoin the Indoin the Indo-P-P-P-P-Pacificacificacificacificacific
ContextContextContextContextContext

The Conference brought together

key interlocutors to discuss

challenges and solutions to

economic, environmental, and

security issues relevant to South

Asia and the US and helped

identify specific investment

opportunities for the private

sector

Through a deeper empirical analysis,

CUTS has enabled India to identify its

areas of interests even with countries

that seemingly have dismal trade

performance. Our analysis has also

revealed areas of domestic reforms

(institutional or otherwise) which India

may consider pursuing improvement of

its overall trade performance
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Connecting Corridors beyond BordersConnecting Corridors beyond BordersConnecting Corridors beyond BordersConnecting Corridors beyond BordersConnecting Corridors beyond Borders
Enabling seamless connectivity in the
BBIN sub-region

CUTS with the support of US State Department is implementing
the project in BBIN region to facilitate trade and transit among the
four countries in the BBIN region, enabling the implementation of
the BBIN MVA through evidence-based advocacy, facilitative
dialogues, and capacity building of stakeholders. A comprehensive
research report has been prepared highlighting the bottlenecks and
probable ways to facilitate effective implementation of the BBIN
MVA.

Sojourns in the SundarbansSojourns in the SundarbansSojourns in the SundarbansSojourns in the SundarbansSojourns in the Sundarbans
An Exploratory Study of
Community-Based Tourism
between India and Bangladesh

CUTS with the support of The World Bank, New Delhi,
conducted a study that identified and studied the
possible and most feasible routes for promoting river
cruise tourism between India and Bangladesh via the
Sundarbans. The study also identified locations of
interest for tourism along and near the identified
routes. These include a listing of all such places,
seasons, activities, festivals, etc. that could be of
interest to tourists.

The study has been able to develop an integrated plan towards developing river cruise

tourism between India and Bangladesh through the Sunderbans. It helped generate

better understanding on Kolkata-Dhaka river route(s) and potential locations of tourism

along the route; and documented the policy, infrastructure, facilities and political-

economy related challenges required to be addressed to promote tourism

The project has been able to
sensitise and/or gather
perceptions on MVA from more
than 2,000 respondents across
various stakeholder groups. An
indirect impact of the exercise
has been that the Government
of Bhutan, who had earlier
decided not to sign the BBIN
MVA pact, is presently
reconsidering its decision
regarding BBIN MVA
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PPPPPromoting Agriculture,romoting Agriculture,romoting Agriculture,romoting Agriculture,romoting Agriculture,
Climate and TClimate and TClimate and TClimate and TClimate and Trade Linkagesrade Linkagesrade Linkagesrade Linkagesrade Linkages
in the EACin the EACin the EACin the EACin the EAC

While the still infant agro-processing industry in
East Africa has been earmarked as having huge
potential for poverty reduction, the region�s
success in realising this potential will partly
depend on its ability to factor in the ever-
increasing challenges posed by climate change,
and work in synergy with its own trade agenda.
Until 2019, this project will bring together,
inform, train and move to advocacy action
hundreds of East Africans for more climate-aware,
trade-driven and food security-enhancing agro-
processing in their region. It is undertaken with
funding support from the Swedish International
Development Cooperation Agency (Sida).

KKKKKeeping Peeping Peeping Peeping Peeping Pace with Tace with Tace with Tace with Tace with Traderaderaderaderade
DevelopmentsDevelopmentsDevelopmentsDevelopmentsDevelopments

The project aims to enable LDC and Smaller
Developing Country WTO delegates to better take
advantage of international trade for their
development. Specifically, it helps them take
advantage of regular work at the WTO for their
participation in trade, be better informed
participants in WTO negotiations including new
issues, and keep pace with developments at the
plurilateral level. This initiative is undertaken with
funding support from the Swedish Ministry of
Foreign Affairs.

Forums were

established for WTO

delegates from West

Africa, East Africa,

Middle East & North

Africa and South &

Southeast Asia, to better

engage in WTO regular

committees

Our support to East

African Climate

negotiators inspired the

Roadmap adopted by

United Nations

Framework Convention

on Climate Change

(UNFCCC) members in

May 2018 for Agriculture

in Climate Talks
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South and

Southeast Asian

delegates are better

able to leverage

WTO regular work

and negotiations, in

closer relation with

private sector

players in their

countries

Geneva-MSME ConnectionGeneva-MSME ConnectionGeneva-MSME ConnectionGeneva-MSME ConnectionGeneva-MSME Connection

This regular forum for WTO delegates from select
South and Southeast Asian developing countries
helps them better connect with their national
Micro, Small and Medium-sized Enterprises
(MSMEs). Undertaken with funding support from
AustralianAid, it helps them not only to better
leverage WTO regular work and negotiations, but
also establish lasting links with private sector
players who better understand WTO agreements
and procedures, as well as their own stakes
therein.

�The digital commerce

course is an excellent

opportunity for

Geneva-based

diplomats to learn

about e-commerce

from scratch.� Aray

Kassabekova, First

Secretary, Permanent

Mission of Kazakhstan

in Geneva.

Digital Commerce Online CourseDigital Commerce Online CourseDigital Commerce Online CourseDigital Commerce Online CourseDigital Commerce Online Course

This course aimed to assist permanent missions and
international organisations in Geneva to increase their
knowledge and capacity to engage in multilateral digital
commerce-related negotiations and discussions. It
provided an interdisciplinary coverage of e-commerce,
from both digital and trade perspectives, covering topics
such as emerging online business models, e-payments,
digital currencies, taxation, competition, data protection,
cross-border data flows, data localisation, and trade
negotiations. The course was delivered jointly with
DiploFoundation, ITC, the Geneva Internet Platform (GIP)
and UNCTAD, with funding support by the UK Foreign &
Commonwealth Office.
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Ensuring FEnsuring FEnsuring FEnsuring FEnsuring Food and Nutrition Securityood and Nutrition Securityood and Nutrition Securityood and Nutrition Securityood and Nutrition Security

CUTS Nairobi has been working through the Voice for Change Partnership (V4CP) to engage key players in the dairy industry in order to facilitate
desired changes in the sector. The V4CP provided capacity strengthening for CUTS to mobilise a range of public, private and civil society actors that
are committed to ensuring that food safety is taken more seriously. Together with dairy experts, CUTS carried out field reconnaissance visits to
farmers� associations, milk collection centres, processing units, and other key links in the dairy value chain.

Over time, the engagement of

CUTS has expanded to informal

elements of the Food and

Nutrition sector, such as milk

dispenser owners and motorbike

milk collectors. In addition to the

evidence generated by

International Food Policy

Research Institute (IFPRI) on food

safety, CUTS has also been able

to tap a large body of technical

experience built up by SNV�s

Kenya Market-led Dairy

Programme. This process has

made CUTS a credible and

important partner for key actors

in the dairy industry and opened

up opportunities for the

organisation to represent

consumer interests in this

important economic sector
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BroadbandBroadbandBroadbandBroadbandBroadband
Disclosure LabelsDisclosure LabelsDisclosure LabelsDisclosure LabelsDisclosure Labels
EmpowerEmpowerEmpowerEmpowerEmpower

The overall objective of the
project is to create a network of
stakeholders and increase their
long-term capacity/awareness
on broadband services and
related issues. The project will
also ascertain the need of a
broadband label and advocate
in favour of certain policy and
practice changes, based on the
gathered evidences. This will
result in safeguarding
consumers from misleading
advertisements, unfair
contractual terms, and practices
of non-disclosures

Evaluation of CompetitivenessEvaluation of CompetitivenessEvaluation of CompetitivenessEvaluation of CompetitivenessEvaluation of Competitiveness
among Noramong Noramong Noramong Noramong North Indian Statesth Indian Statesth Indian Statesth Indian Statesth Indian States

The overall objective of the project was to engage with
relevant stakeholders, such as policymakers, industries,
government departments, media, regulators, etc. from
six North Indian States (Rajasthan, Himachal Pradesh,
Uttarakhand, Haryana, Punjab, and Uttar Pradesh) and
sensitise them about the means of improving
competitiveness of the North Indian states through the
US experience, expertise and case studies. Best
practices of the specified states in India regarding
competitiveness were evaluated, along with lessons from
the US on ease of doing business.

A platform for the specified states was created for

acquiring knowledge from each other�s

experiences and sharing their best practices

The final conference witnessed

participation of Secretary, Department of

Telecommunications (DoT), who also

voiced concerns on consumer complaints

on broadband QoS and requested CUTS

to collaborate on these issues.

The concept of introducing labels for

broadband services has been appreciated

by Sadhan Pande, Hon�ble Minister in

Charge, Department of Consumer Affairs,

Government of West Bengal. The Hon�ble

Minister has expressed eagerness to have

a dialogue with all the telecom service

providers in the state and explore what

needs to be done to improve broadband

and overall telecom services in the state.
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Need to Operate TNeed to Operate TNeed to Operate TNeed to Operate TNeed to Operate Taxis onaxis onaxis onaxis onaxis on
Clean FClean FClean FClean FClean Fuelueluelueluel

This project undertook Regulatory Impact
Assessment (RIA) of select provisions of the
Maharashtra City Taxi Rules, 2017 (Rules),
with the objective of identifying potential
impacts on different stakeholders, including
incumbent and new taxi service providers,
taxi owners, aggregators, government and
users. The project also provided broad
recommendations to improve the regulatory
framework under the Rules.

Cooperation on CrossCooperation on CrossCooperation on CrossCooperation on CrossCooperation on Cross
Border PBorder PBorder PBorder PBorder Powerowerowerowerower
ExchangeExchangeExchangeExchangeExchange

This study aims to assess the overall
socio-economic benefits or costs
accrued to the local community by
cooperation on cross border energy
trade (CBET) with Nepal and Bhutan.
It will examine the impact of
construction of hydropower projects,
established as a result of energy
cooperation between Nepal-India and
Bhutan-India, on the local livelihoods
and gender concerns of the
communities situated around the
power plants.

A research report on cost benefit analysis of

select provisions and broad recommendations

regarding potential regulatory alternatives

was prepared. The report was well received

by the media as well as policymakers and a

presentation was delivered before the NITI

Aayog and Ministry of Road, Transport &

Highways. The same was also listed as a

valuable resource for the MOVE Global

Mobility Summit held at New Delhi in

September 2018

A strong evidence for

potential socio-economic

benefits would be created

through CBET region. In

addition, learning from

the study would be

useful for policymakers to

undertake similar studies

in other areas to

accelerate the agenda for

broader regional

economic integration in

the BBIN region
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The project seeks better

understanding of ground

reality of challenges in

uptake and sustainable

usage of digital payments in

urban and rural India based

on primary research. It also

recommends measures

required to improve the

same

Accessibility and Experience with DigitalAccessibility and Experience with DigitalAccessibility and Experience with DigitalAccessibility and Experience with DigitalAccessibility and Experience with Digital
PPPPPaymentsaymentsaymentsaymentsayments

The project aims to understand the state of accessibility and experience of
merchants and consumers with respect to digital payments in rural and urban
India. The project involves a survey of merchants, consumers and bank mitras
in five Indian states. To this end, Indian states are clubbed in four different
segments, based on their level of financial inclusion: high financially
inclusive states, above average financially inclusive states, below average
financially inclusive states, and low financially inclusive states. In addition, a
north eastern state has been included in the study.

PPPPPromoting Innovation andromoting Innovation andromoting Innovation andromoting Innovation andromoting Innovation and
Competition for Efficient Use ofCompetition for Efficient Use ofCompetition for Efficient Use ofCompetition for Efficient Use ofCompetition for Efficient Use of
Intellectual PIntellectual PIntellectual PIntellectual PIntellectual Properroperroperroperroperty in Indiaty in Indiaty in Indiaty in Indiaty in India

There is an immediate need to examine the various
standard setting models from the perspective of
standardisation of the crucial 5G technology with the
aim of identifying fundamental principles of an
optimal standardisation framework. This would help
build the case for a model which promotes innovation,
competition, geographical universality and ease of
application of communications solutions and
interoperability, thereby ensuring efficient global
development/deployment of the 5G technology.

The outcome of the project would be a set

of principles for optimisation of 5G

technology standardisation processes

which policymakers and industry

stakeholders can rely on for designing an

optimal framework; and set of policy

considerations for institutions and

policymakers (especially in developing

countries) to support the innovation

ecosystem for standards development in

the ICT sector
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Data PData PData PData PData Privacy andrivacy andrivacy andrivacy andrivacy and
ConsumerConsumerConsumerConsumerConsumer
WWWWWelfare in Indiaelfare in Indiaelfare in Indiaelfare in Indiaelfare in India

The project is primarily focussed on
conducting a perception survey (being
undertaken by project partner IDCG), with
consumers at a pan India level (i.e. urban,
peri-urban and rural areas) regarding data
privacy concerns at online and offline
platforms, and government services.

Towards the end of the project, better understanding of diverse consumer�s

perception and capacity regarding their information/data privacy, vis-a-vis the
government and private players, in the digital as well as traditional economy will be

generated; and findings of the study will be submitted to appropriate government

departments and ministries

Green Growth and Energy TGreen Growth and Energy TGreen Growth and Energy TGreen Growth and Energy TGreen Growth and Energy Transformationransformationransformationransformationransformation

This project is implemented in collaboration with Friedrich Ebert Stiftung (FES) India to create
an implementable strategy for energy transformation in Rajasthan and West Bengal. This was
done through fostering dialogue among various stakeholders on energy transformation to
identify and align their common interests by creating enabling social coalitions.

The ultimate aim of the initiative is to increase the share of renewable energy into the overall
energy mix of the nation. Through deliberations and discussions, multi-stakeholder long-term
working groups (seed communities) have been created which have identified �Solar for
Education� as the catalytic project to bring energy transformation in rural areas of Rajasthan
and urban areas of West Bengal.

A network of more than 150

stakeholders (who have been associated

with this initiative) in the form of seed

communities has been created. In the

process, the initiative has also identified

beneficiary groups and clusters at the

grassroots level in both Rajasthan and

West Bengal where solar solutions can

be implemented. Further, CUTS and

BASK Foundation have developed India�s

first �Consumer Guide on Solar Rooftop�.

This guide is useful for beneficiaries,

project developers and financial

institutions, amongst others
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Competition AssessmentCompetition AssessmentCompetition AssessmentCompetition AssessmentCompetition Assessment
in the Ride Sharingin the Ride Sharingin the Ride Sharingin the Ride Sharingin the Ride Sharing
IndustrIndustrIndustrIndustrIndustryyyyy

The overarching objective is to conduct an
objective assessment of the relevant
market and level of competition in the ride
sharing industry in the Delhi National
Capital Region (NCR). The project is
primarily based on research (survey + key
informant interviews).

CompetitionCompetitionCompetitionCompetitionCompetition
Concerns in DigitalConcerns in DigitalConcerns in DigitalConcerns in DigitalConcerns in Digital

PPPPPaymentsaymentsaymentsaymentsayments

The overall objective of the project
was to understand competition
concerns in the digital payments
infrastructure sector. Elements of

CUTS Competition Impact
Assessment Toolkit were used to

undertake the project

FFFFFuture of Jobs in Indiauture of Jobs in Indiauture of Jobs in Indiauture of Jobs in Indiauture of Jobs in India

CUTS, along with FES, India, launched
an initiative on Future of Jobs in India to
better understand the discourses having a
bearing on job creation in India and to get
regional perspective on the same.

The project mapped the regional

discourses and relevant actors

propelling these discourse on the

pressing issue of Future of Jobs in

India. The exercise will open doors

for further in-depth deliberations on

policy issues pertaining to several

aspects of job creation in India and

could enable devising a robust

strategy to employ the youth in India

The project will lead to better and in-

depth understanding of changing

dynamics of competition in the urban

and semi-urban transport sector to

help policymakers understand

consumer�s choice more intensely

Awareness generation and

advocacy for competition

reforms in digital payments

sector was undertaken with

relevant stakeholders at

national and international

levels
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PPPPPower Sector Rower Sector Rower Sector Rower Sector Rower Sector Reforms in Reforms in Reforms in Reforms in Reforms in Rajasthanajasthanajasthanajasthanajasthan

The objective of the project is to enhance consumer awareness for
improvement of overall Standard of Performance in the electricity
distribution sector in Rajasthan. The project is being supported by Shakti
Sustainable Energy Foundation. To achieve the desired goals, multi-
stakeholder engagement with consumers, consumer organisations,
distribution companies (DISCOMs) and Rajasthan Electricity Regulatory
Commission (RERC) has been envisaged.

Energy Sector PEnergy Sector PEnergy Sector PEnergy Sector PEnergy Sector Public Budget-ublic Budget-ublic Budget-ublic Budget-ublic Budget-
Expenditure TExpenditure TExpenditure TExpenditure TExpenditure Trackingrackingrackingrackingracking

The key objectives of this project are to track how
energy sector budgets are utilised at the
Metropolitan, Municipal and District Assembly
(MMDA) levels, help identify and address
problems and weaknesses in the energy sector
public expenditure, transfer and service delivery
and identify how spending has changed overtime,
and how these dimensions compare across
administrative boundaries. It aims, among other
things to help improve electricity access in the
rural communities in Ghana.

The research report will include

policy advocacy recommendations

on energy sector public budget-

expenditure targeted at high-level

policymakers and can also be used

for offering technical assistance,

training, dialogue and consensus-

building meetings

The project would be strategically anchored around establishing

Consumer Assistance Cells in two blocks of three districts to build

capacities of consumers on grievance redressal systems, existing

regulations and standards and their rights and responsibilities
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Rolling out Digital Economy in VietnamRolling out Digital Economy in VietnamRolling out Digital Economy in VietnamRolling out Digital Economy in VietnamRolling out Digital Economy in Vietnam

As a part of the Regional Inclusive Growth Project, CUTS Hanoi advocated the
need for promoting the Digital Economy in Vietnam, by showcasing the benefits
of digital technologies for consumers, businesses, the government and other
stakeholders. Two cases studies were prepared for this purpose, one on the
Urban Mobility sector, and another on eLearning. Based on the challenges
hindering the development of the digital economy due to sub-optimal
regulations and capacity constraints, the need for capacity building and optimal
regulations was also highlighted.

Primary and secondary research conducted within the framework of this project
yielded a report titled �Going Digital � From Innovation to Inclusive Growth in
Vietnam� which was released at an international conference in Bangkok. Various
advocacy initiatives were also undertaken, which included an international
conference, press releases etc.

Economic PEconomic PEconomic PEconomic PEconomic Policy to Generateolicy to Generateolicy to Generateolicy to Generateolicy to Generate
Good Jobs in IndiaGood Jobs in IndiaGood Jobs in IndiaGood Jobs in IndiaGood Jobs in India

CUTS International with support of the Ford
Foundation, India, launched the afore-mentioned
project. The objective of the project is to
strengthen the discourse on economic policy that
generates good and better jobs in India and
make her growth story job-intensive. This will be
achieved through collaborative research that will
help identify non-budgetary and non-legislative
economic strategies to facilitate good and better
jobs and by convening influencers, and generat-
ing informed discussion.

CUTS Hanoi conducted research to showcase the multifarious benefits

that the development of an inclusive digital economy could bring for Vietnam

and all stakeholder groups in the country. This received positive feedbacks
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GOVERNANCE
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RRRRRajasthan City Mayorajasthan City Mayorajasthan City Mayorajasthan City Mayorajasthan City Mayor�s L�s L�s L�s L�s Learning Platformearning Platformearning Platformearning Platformearning Platform

CUTS initiated and created a platform for Mayors of Rajasthan State to improve the urban governance in Rajasthan through sharing of experiences and
learning from each other. Mayors� Conferences are being organised under this platform where Mayors and Deputy Mayors of different Municipal
Corporations are participating. This platform is being used to discuss larger issues of urban local governance and share the best and innovative
practices by city governments.

A formal platform for City Mayors is

created and well recognised by

Mayors of Rajasthan. One of the

major outcomes is that this

intervention has helped enhance

knowledge of elected representatives,

especially of Mayors through mutual

sharing of information and

experiences

Study of RStudy of RStudy of RStudy of RStudy of Residential Residential Residential Residential Residential Roofoofoofoofooftop Solar intop Solar intop Solar intop Solar intop Solar in
JaipurJaipurJaipurJaipurJaipur

The aim of the project is to understand the consumer experience with
rooftop solar, specifically, for the difficulties and apprehensions of
consumers, who have installed/wish to install rooftop solar in Jaipur.
The project is supported by World Resources Institute, India.

The intervention helped in

increasing solar rooftops by

addressing difficulties faced

by people before, during

and after its installation
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Developing a Culture of Sustainable ConsumptionDeveloping a Culture of Sustainable ConsumptionDeveloping a Culture of Sustainable ConsumptionDeveloping a Culture of Sustainable ConsumptionDeveloping a Culture of Sustainable Consumption
and Lifestyle through Organic Pand Lifestyle through Organic Pand Lifestyle through Organic Pand Lifestyle through Organic Pand Lifestyle through Organic Productionroductionroductionroductionroduction

In �ProOrganic II� project, focus is on sustainable food and farming, and formulation of an agenda to achieve it. This will be achieved through promotion
of organic production of farm products on one hand, and promotion of organic consumption, on the other. Consequently, this would lead to sustainable
development in agricultural and environmental sectors.

The second year of

this project has been

a success in terms of

completion of the

annual stakeholder�s

consultation; village

level activities,

farmer�s trainings, and

successful

establishment of

kitchen gardens and

compost units in 20

schools in 10 districts
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Green Action WGreen Action WGreen Action WGreen Action WGreen Action Week,eek,eek,eek,eek,
Jaipur Campaign, 2018Jaipur Campaign, 2018Jaipur Campaign, 2018Jaipur Campaign, 2018Jaipur Campaign, 2018

The theme of GAW was �Sharing Community� for the year 2018. It aimed to facilitate awareness generation about sustainable consumption
among consumers of Jaipur city of Rajasthan. The campaign was specifically targeted at women and youth. Various activities were held in Jaipur

city with the rationale of influencing consumer behaviour in favour of sustainable consumption.

Depositor & Education AwarenessDepositor & Education AwarenessDepositor & Education AwarenessDepositor & Education AwarenessDepositor & Education Awareness
PPPPProgrammerogrammerogrammerogrammerogramme

The objective of the pilot programme is to impart education and
awareness for the promotion of depositor�s interests and provide
safe and secured deposit lessons to various depositors in five
selected districts of Rajasthan. In addition, the programme also
aimed to encourage public to have a bank account, discourage
them from keeping money in illegal non-bank entities, demystify
KYC requirements and provide information about customer rights as
a depositor.

25 households were identified among select communities (Ramnagar and

Meenavala) of Jaipur. Women were trained to develop kitchen gardens and

on segregating wet and dry waste composting units. A �Wall of Kindness�

and Community Library were also set up in each community, where people

could put their used and unused household items, such as clothes,

crockery items, books etc. to share with other community members
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Enhancing FinancialEnhancing FinancialEnhancing FinancialEnhancing FinancialEnhancing Financial
PPPPProtection of Consumersrotection of Consumersrotection of Consumersrotection of Consumersrotection of Consumers

The objective of this intervention is to
enhance Financial Protection of Consumers
in particular women through Financial

Literacy Initiatives (FCP). By building the
capacities of rural consumers, especially
women in terms of financial literacy, their

financial inclusion is ensured and
vulnerability overcome. All this contributes

to their economic security.

Giving the PGiving the PGiving the PGiving the PGiving the Poorestoorestoorestoorestoorest
Consumers GreaterConsumers GreaterConsumers GreaterConsumers GreaterConsumers Greater
VVVVVoiceoiceoiceoiceoice

The purpose of this project is to
promote use of safer and
sustainable products among low
income consumers and in turn
improve their health and
wellbeing.

Through this intervention,

the rural financial

consumers, especially

women were trained and

made capable of making

decisions on financial

issues

It helped in contributing to

behavioural changes through

activities to promote shift

among targeted groups of

consumers in favour of

buying and using products

that are safe for them and

their environment
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Strong FStrong FStrong FStrong FStrong Food Labelling Rood Labelling Rood Labelling Rood Labelling Rood Labelling Regulationsegulationsegulationsegulationsegulations
and Elimination of Tand Elimination of Tand Elimination of Tand Elimination of Tand Elimination of Trans-fatsrans-fatsrans-fatsrans-fatsrans-fats

The objective of the project is to support strong and effective
formulation of the �Food Safety and Standards (Labelling and
Display) Regulations, 2018� and promote elimination of
industrially produced trans-fat in India.

Making Roads SaferMaking Roads SaferMaking Roads SaferMaking Roads SaferMaking Roads Safer
for Road Usersfor Road Usersfor Road Usersfor Road Usersfor Road Users

CUTS has undertaken Road Safety
Advocacy with the support of Global
Road Safety Partnership. The objective
is to garner support from
parliamentarians, media and other
stakeholders in favour of the smooth
passage of the Motor Vehicles
(Amendment) Bill, 2016. The first
phase of the project has been
completed and the second is in
progress.

CUTS intensive interaction with

Parliamentarians led to a strengthened

Motor Vehicles Amendment Bill, 2017

with more effective safety provisions.

Awaiting its adoption by the Parliament

The regulations have proposed making red colour-

coded labels mandatory on packaged food products

which are high in fat, sugar and salt contents
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EverEverEverEverEvery Child has the Right to bey Child has the Right to bey Child has the Right to bey Child has the Right to bey Child has the Right to be
HappyHappyHappyHappyHappy, Healthy and P, Healthy and P, Healthy and P, Healthy and P, Healthy and Protectedrotectedrotectedrotectedrotected

The project is being undertaken with the support of the Ministry of
Women and Child Development, Government of India to reach out
to every child in need of care and protection by responding to
emergencies on toll-free number 1098 and advocating services
for children in need of help.

Rajasthan Social InclusionRajasthan Social InclusionRajasthan Social InclusionRajasthan Social InclusionRajasthan Social Inclusion
PPPPProgrammerogrammerogrammerogrammerogramme

With support from Sightsavers; the project aims to focus on
improving participation of persons with disabilities (PwDs) in
society towards reaslisation of their rights; facilitating enhanced
opportunities for economic security of PwDs; enabling DPOs to
advocate for the rights of disabled persons; sensitising
stakeholders and decision makers; and improving utilisation of
government funds allocated for them

There would be improved opportunities for livelihood and

skill development among PwDs; increased accessibility to

public facilities; sensitisation of stakeholders and decision

makers; and increased government spending for PwDs

Total 532 cases in the year 2018 and 3400 cases have

been successfully intervened under the project
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FFFFFarmer Parmer Parmer Parmer Parmer Producerroducerroducerroducerroducer
OrganisationsOrganisationsOrganisationsOrganisationsOrganisations

This project has been
implemented with the support of
National Bank for Agriculture
and Rural Development
(NABARD) to build, promote and
nurture Farmer Producer
Organisations (FPOs); support
FPOs in terms of awareness
generation, capacity building,
technical support, professional
management, market access,
regulatory requirements, etc.

About 2000 small and marginal

farmers in Chittorgarh and

Bhilwara will get awareness about

sustainable agricultural and agro-

based products, value addition and

sustainable agriculture

management practices

As a result of this

project, about 250

women became self-

reliant, accessing

government/institution

schemes

WWWWWomen Lomen Lomen Lomen Lomen Leadershipeadershipeadershipeadershipeadership
DevelopmentDevelopmentDevelopmentDevelopmentDevelopment

This project has been undertaken with the support
of the Ministry of Minority Affairs, Government of
India to empower and instill confidence among
minority women by providing them with
knowledge, tools and techniques for interacting
with government systems, banks and other
institutions at all levels; and embolden them to
assume leadership roles and assert their rights,
collectively or individually, in accessing services,
facilities, skills, and opportunities besides claiming
their due share of development benefits of the
government for improving their lives and living
conditions.
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Through the

intervention, it is

envisaged that the rural

financial consumers,

especially women are

trained and capable of

making decisions on

financial issues.

In a span of three months, CUTS has been able

to reachout to approximate 6,000 electricity

consumers in the select districts. Consumers

who attended these awareness camps

expressed that they benefitted by the information

provided to them. Some of the consumers who

were facing long standing issues related to

faulty metres, wrong billing were able to

approach the appropriate forum for their

grievances redressed.

Enhancing Capacity of ElectricityEnhancing Capacity of ElectricityEnhancing Capacity of ElectricityEnhancing Capacity of ElectricityEnhancing Capacity of Electricity
ConsumersConsumersConsumersConsumersConsumers

CUTS in partnership with the West Bengal Electricity
Regulatory Commission is implementing this project in two
districts of West Bengal namely, South 24 Parganas and
Jalpaiguri. The overall objective is to reachout to the
electricity consumers in select districts and build their
capacity and increase their awareness about the existing
regulations of the state electricity regulatory commission and
improve the existing grievance redressal mechanism in the
electricity sector in West Bengal.

RRRRRural Eye Health Pural Eye Health Pural Eye Health Pural Eye Health Pural Eye Health Projectrojectrojectrojectroject

The aim of the project, undertaken with the support of
Sightsavers (Royal Commonwealth Society for Blind),
was to raise awareness, facilitate access of patients to
eye camps and hospitals, provide training to health
workers, extend support to base hospitals in planning or
conducting camps, establish linkages with local
stakeholders, organise networks and follow-ups of eye
patients.

The project
sought to
increase
awareness on eye
health
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Strategies for Efficient TStrategies for Efficient TStrategies for Efficient TStrategies for Efficient TStrategies for Efficient Traffic Management in BBIN Corridorsraffic Management in BBIN Corridorsraffic Management in BBIN Corridorsraffic Management in BBIN Corridorsraffic Management in BBIN Corridors

The objective of the assignment was to collect and analyse corridor specific data on various existing infrastructure pertaining to safety of road users,
road accidents and related regulations. This included the preparation of an inventory of relevant corridor conditions and facilities, undertaking traffic
surveys in a sample of two corridors, and assessing truck and bus safety and environmental standards and rules in the BBIN countries. The study is
being conducted for the following two BBIN Corridors: Kolkata-Agartala via Dhaka; and Kathmandu-Chittagong via Fulbari/Banglabandha and Dhaka.

Findings from the study are expected to strengthen the existing infrastructure pertaining

to safety of road users in the BBIN countries. Additionally, this study will contribute to

chalking out strategies for efficient traffic management along the BBIN corridors
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PPPPPromoting Sustainable Diets inromoting Sustainable Diets inromoting Sustainable Diets inromoting Sustainable Diets inromoting Sustainable Diets in
ZambiaZambiaZambiaZambiaZambia

Zambia has a mono-diet culture that is primarily focused
on maize. This dietary preference has a significant effect
on food production processes as this has resulted in the
mono-cropping of maize. Mono-cropping is a major
contributor to soil degradation leaving Zambian agriculture
vulnerable to pests and the adverse effects of climate
change. There is a need to start looking at promoting the
production of other indigenous and nutritious foods/crops.
It is in this context, CUTS International Lusaka, with
support of HIVOS and in partnership with World Food
Programme, conducted a study on �Sustainable diets for all�
to promote the consumption of food that is safe, diverse,
nutritious and affordable for consumers in Lusaka through
the use of evidence-based advocacy interventions.

PPPPPetition on Consumeretition on Consumeretition on Consumeretition on Consumeretition on Consumer
PPPPProtection Law to berotection Law to berotection Law to berotection Law to berotection Law to be
PPPPPassed in Ghanaassed in Ghanaassed in Ghanaassed in Ghanaassed in Ghana

The goal of the project is to launch an
electronic-petition on change.com to get
Government of Ghana to fast track the
passage of the Consumer Protection Law
through civil action and advocacy with
20,000 signatures.

The expected outcome of the project is to get the President of Ghana,

Nana Addo Dankwa Akuffo Addo to prioritise the passage of the Consumer

Protection Law by 2019. The e-petition is still live

The study generated a report entitled �Promoting

Sustainable Diets in Zambia�
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Unleading Connectivity for InclusiveUnleading Connectivity for InclusiveUnleading Connectivity for InclusiveUnleading Connectivity for InclusiveUnleading Connectivity for Inclusive
GrowthGrowthGrowthGrowthGrowth

CUTS, along the side-lines of World Investment Forum 2018,
organised an interactive session to discuss challenges that
developing countries face while designing investment policies for
sustainable development, particularly to attract export-oriented
foreign investment benefits.

The panel reflected on how to balance the concerns of foreign
investors with those of host countries, with respect to creating
linkages and building capacities of local stakeholders and local
industries. The panellists also suggested ways to build capacities
of developing and least-developed countries to achieve better
coherence of their national investment policies and eventually
attract foreign investment for sustainable development.

Revisiting 74Revisiting 74Revisiting 74Revisiting 74Revisiting 74ththththth Constitutional AmendmentConstitutional AmendmentConstitutional AmendmentConstitutional AmendmentConstitutional Amendment
ActActActActAct

The National Conference on �25 Years of 74th Constitutional Amendment
Act� organised in association with NITI Aayog not only received
appreciation from policymakers but also attracted attention in leading
national and regional dailies. The gaps and challenges in the
implementation of the 74th Constitutional Amendment Act (CAA) emerged
as a concern in the policy circles.
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Disability Matters � Let�s Make theirDisability Matters � Let�s Make theirDisability Matters � Let�s Make theirDisability Matters � Let�s Make theirDisability Matters � Let�s Make their
VVVVVotes Countotes Countotes Countotes Countotes Count

CUTS Centre for Human Development received appreciation from the
District Election Commission, Chittorgarh for effective interventions in
the area of electoral registration � meaningful and high voter turnout
with greater participation from persons with disability under
Systematic Voters� Education and Electoral Participation (SVEEP)
Programme launched by the Election Commission of India.

CUTS and Lusaka City Council SignCUTS and Lusaka City Council SignCUTS and Lusaka City Council SignCUTS and Lusaka City Council SignCUTS and Lusaka City Council Sign
an MoUan MoUan MoUan MoUan MoU

CUTS Lusaka signed an MoU with the Lusaka City Council to
cooperate in raising consumer awareness on the need to move
away from mono diets. This is important given that Zambia has the
highest levels of malnutrition in Africa. Both institutions would
jointly organise discussions on consumer rights and
responsibilities on diet-related issues and share information on
programmes, activities and projects of mutual interest.
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PPPPPrioritising Prioritising Prioritising Prioritising Prioritising Passage of Competition Lawassage of Competition Lawassage of Competition Lawassage of Competition Lawassage of Competition Law

The Ghanaian Trade Minister and Ghana International Trade
Commission acknowledged the relentless efforts of CUTS Ghana in
ensuring that Ghana has a functional competition policy and law to
guide the conduct of the market and enhance an enabling business
environment for the private sector. Frank Agyekum, Secretary, Ghana
International Trade Commission assured that the government will
prioritise the passage of the law in 2019.

Highlighting Competition DistorHighlighting Competition DistorHighlighting Competition DistorHighlighting Competition DistorHighlighting Competition Distortions & Consumer Abuses intions & Consumer Abuses intions & Consumer Abuses intions & Consumer Abuses intions & Consumer Abuses in
VietnamVietnamVietnamVietnamVietnam

CUTS Hanoi, on its own initiative, has been documenting, analysing and appraising stakeholders within and
beyond Vietnam about different cases of anticompetitive practices, policy distortions and other abuses which
reduce consumer welfare and negatively affect the level playing field and adversely impact attractiveness of the
overall business environment in Vietnam. Four newsletters on the issue have been prepared over the year and
dispatched to almost a thousand readers situated in the country as well as around the globe. News covered
include the Uber-Grab merger in Southeast Asia, the adoption of a new competition law in Vietnam, and the

circulation of fake drug harming consumer interests, etc.
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TRADETRADETRADETRADETRADE
� Unleashing Connectivity for Inclusive Growth: Leveraging

Himalayan Consensus to Further India�s Act East Policy
New Delhi, January 23, 2018

� Trade, Transport and Transit Facilitation in and among Bangladesh,
Bhutan, India, Nepal and Myanmar
New Delhi, India, February 27, 2018

� Regional Policy Dialogue on Connectivity Imperatives in the Bay of
Bengal Region
New Delhi, India, May 02-03, 2018

� National Policy Dialogue on �Creating an Enabling and Inclusive
Policy and Political Economy Discourse for Linkages with Food
Security and Livelihood
Kolkata, India, June 19, 2018

� Policy Dialogue on Expanding Tradable Benefits of Trans-boundary
Water: Promoting Navigational Usage of Inland Waterways in
Brahmaputra Basin
Guwahati, India, July 31, 2018

� Track 1.5 Bangladesh-India Dialogue on �Expanding Tradable
Benefits of Trans-boundary Water: Promoting Navigational Usage of
Inland Waterways in Ganga and Brahmaputra Basins
Dhaka, Bangladesh, August 08, 2018

� Demystifying Non-Tariff Barriers to India-Bangladesh Trade in
Agricultural Products and their Linkages with Food Security and
Livelihood
New Delhi, India, August 10, 2018

� Demystifying Non-Tariff Barriers to India-Bangladesh Trade in
Agricultural Products and their Linkages with Food Security and
Livelihood
New Delhi, India, August 10, 2018

� Tourism services: State of Play and Opportunities for EAC services
providers
Kampala, Uganda September 17, 2018

� Momentum for a Pro-Development and Sustainable Agro-Industry in
East Africa
Kampala, Uganda September 17, 2018

� Launch of the World Bank Group�s new report �A Glass Half Full �
The Promise of Regional Trade in South Asia�
Kolkata, September 24, 2018

� Towards an Inclusive Trading System: Integrating Smaller Developing
and Least Developed Countries
Geneva, Switzerland, October 02, 2018

ANNEX IIANNEX IIANNEX IIANNEX IIANNEX II

Major EventsMajor EventsMajor EventsMajor EventsMajor Events
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� The 4th Industrial Revolution: What is in it for the Multilateral
Trading System and Developing Countries?
Geneva, Switzerland, October 02, 2018

� Agriculture in the WTO and UNFCCC: From Common Challenges
to Synergetic Solutions?
Geneva, Switzerland, October 04, 2018

� Improving Policy Coherence to Attract Export-oriented FDI for
Sustainable Development
Geneva, Switzerland, October 26, 2018

� Looking at Trade in Services and National Regulations
Geneva, Switzerland, October 29, 2018

� Regional Connectivity Conference: South Asia in the Indo-Pacific
Context
New Delhi, India, November 01-02, 2018

� Technical Barriers to Trade: What challenges do exporters in EAC
face?
Geneva, Switzerland, November 09, 2018

� First Meeting: MENA Trade Negotiators� Forum
Geneva, Switzerland, November 28, 2018

� Climate Change and Agro-processing: Private Stakeholders�
Perspectives
Geneva, Switzerland, December 04, 2018

� Digital Economy, Innovation and Competition
Geneva, Switzerland, December 05, 2018

� First Meeting: West Africa Trade Negotiators� Forum

Geneva, Switzerland, December 13, 2018

REGULREGULREGULREGULREGULAAAAATIONTIONTIONTIONTION
� Regional Dialogue on �Cross Border Energy Co-Operation in the

Bay of Bengal Region�
January 19, 2018, New Delhi

� Symposium on �Competitiveness of North Indian States to achieve
inclusive growth�
Chandigarh, January 23-24, 2018

� Seminar on Information Disclosure for Broadband Services:
Empowering Informed Choices in the 4G Era
Mumbai, India, January 24, 2018

� International Conference on Competition and Development�
New Delhi, India, March 19, 2018

� Two-day training programme on RIA for TRAI officials
New Delhi, India, April 16-17, 2018

� Regulating Innovation in Urban Mobility in India
Mumbai, India, June 22, 2018

� Empowering India Digitally: Enhancing Broadband Quality &
Enabling Consumer Choice
New Delhi, India, July 18, 2018

� Unlocking the Potential: Digital Economy in India and South East
Asia
Bangkok, Thailand, August 23, 2018

� Capacity Building on Techno-Commercial Aspect and Contract
Evaluation
Kolkata, July 30, 2018 & Jaipur, August 10, 2018

� Capacity Building Workshop on Sample Project Design
Kolkata, September 07 & 14, 2018
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� Round Table Discussion on �Consumer Sovereignty in Times of
Data Localisation�
New Delhi, India, September 06, 2018

� Conference on Consumer Welfare in Emerging Regulatory
Landscape in Data Economy
Mumbai, India, September 24, 2018

� Outreach Workshop for Solar for Education
Kolkata, October 11, 2018

� Design in India to Maximise 5G Opportunities
New Delhi, India, November 30, 2018

� Panel Discussion on �Digital Economy, Innovation and
Competition�

New Delhi, India, December 05, 2018

GOVERNANCEGOVERNANCEGOVERNANCEGOVERNANCEGOVERNANCE
� Stakeholders� Consultation under ProOrganic Project

Jaipur, February 28, 2018
� District Level Partner�s Orientation under ProOrganic Project

Jaipur, May 03, 2018
� Jaipur Block Level Partner�s Orientation under ProOrganic Project

Jaipur, May 04, 2018
� Annual Stakeholder�s Consultation and Dissemination Meeting

under FCP project
Chittorgarh & Bhilwara, September 25 & 27, 2018

� Consumer Awareness Programme
Kapasan, Chittorgarh, September 30, 2018

� Partner�s Meeting under GAW-India
Jaipur, December 14, 2018
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ANNEX IIIANNEX IIIANNEX IIIANNEX IIIANNEX III

Major PMajor PMajor PMajor PMajor Publicationsublicationsublicationsublicationsublications

TRADETRADETRADETRADETRADE

RRRRReporeporeporeporepor tststststs

� Reviving Trade through Waterways Navigating Livelihood Benefits
in Ganga and Brahmaputra

� Linkages and Impacts of Cross-border Informal Trade in Agricultural
Inputs in Eastern South Asia

� Connecting Corridors beyond Borders Enabling Seamless
Connectivity in the BBIN Sub-region

� Boating towards Inclusivity: Facilitating Short-haul Cross-border
trade between Dhubri (Assam, India) and Chilmari (Kurigram,
Bangladesh) through Waterways

� Internationalisation of Micro and Small Enterprises through E-
Commerce

� Internationalisation of Micro and Small Enterprises through E-
commerce: Assessing the Impact of De Minimis

� Connecting Corridors beyond Borders: Enabling seamless
connectivity in the BBIN sub-region

� Review of the Food Reserve Agency Act
� Promoting Agricultural Commodity Management in Zambia
� Sector Level Marginal Effective Tax Rates and Investment Incentives

in Zambia
� Non-Tariff Barriers: Role of the Multilateral Trading System and

Interests of Smaller Developing Countries and LDCs in Western
Africa

� The Review, Improvement and Clarification of the WTO Dispute
Settlement Understanding

� The Importance and Implications of Sanitary and Phytosanitary
Measures: Case Study of Egypt, Jordan, Morocco, Oman and
Tunisia

� The African Continental Free Trade Area: Can it be Leveraged to
Promote the Multilateral Trading System?

� An Agenda for Reforming the World Trade Organisation - A New
Wind Blowing

� Leveraging the Buy Kenya, Build Kenya Strategy to Promote
Sustainable Agro-processing

� Sustainable Industrial Development Policy: What Role for Climate
Change, Food Security and Trade? - Tanzania

� Towards Effective Implementation of the Industrial Policy for Agro-
processing: Reaching out Agro-processors through a National Agro-
processing Forum - Rwanda

� National Industrial Development Policy: Mainstreaming Agro-
Processing, Trade, Climate Change, Food Security and Gender -
Uganda

� Climat, Commerce, Alimentation: Orientations pour une Stratégie
de Mise en �uvre de L�agro-industrie au Burundi

� Agriculture Negotiations at the UNFCCC: What to be pursued for
East African Community Member States� interests?

� How the 2016 Fuel Subsidy Removal Affected Transport
Consumption and Consumers�
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Discussion PDiscussion PDiscussion PDiscussion PDiscussion Papersapersapersapersapers

� E-Commerce in the Context of Trade, Competition and Consumer
Protection in India

� Leveraging India-Bangladesh Relationship for Improved Coastal
Zone Management in Upper Bay of Bengal

� Towards Sustainable and Seamless Air Transport Connectivity:
Facilitating Single Sky for the Himalayan Region

� Cross Border Value Chains in North East India
� Facilitating Single Sky for the Himalayan Region

BriefsBr ie fsBr ie fsBr ie fsBr ie fs

� What Does It Cost to Trade Cross-Border? How higher de minimis
increases trade potential for micro & small enterprises through
lower costs

� Addressing Issues of Informal Trade in Agricultural Input
Commodities along the India-Nepal Border

� Reducing Informal Trade in Agricultural Inputs Case of India-
Bangladesh Border

� Short-haul Trade through Mechanised Boats � A Case of Dhubri
and Chilmari

� Analysis of Uganda�s Draft National Industrial Development Policy:
Mainstreaming Agro-Processing, Trade, Climate Change and Food
Security

� The East African Community Private Sector Development Strategy
� Enhancing the Private Sector�s Role in Addressing Climate Change
� Time for a New Sustainable Industrial Development Policy in

Tanzania
� Taking forward the UNFCCC Koronivia Joint Work on Agriculture
� Buy Kenya, Build Kenya: Preserving EAC Regional Integration
� How can Trade Help Agro-Processing Development in East Africa
� Leveraging Climate, Trade, and Industrial Policies to Upgrade EAC

Agro-industries in Regional and Global Value Chains
� The WTO Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT) Agreement:

Perspectives from East African Stakeholders

� Trade in Services: Current roles of MSMEs in Developed &
Developing countries Overfishing and Stock Assessments: An
Analysis of WTO Fisheries Negotiations

� Tourism services: State of Play and Opportunities for EAC services
providers

� East Africa�s Industrial Policies and the WTO G90 Special and
Differential Treatment Proposals

� Trading with China: Challenges and Policy Issues faced by S&SEA
exporting MSMEs

� Implementing Adaptation Strategies to Climate Change: State of
Play and Stakeholders �Involvement�

� Public Stockholding for Food Security Programmes: State of Play in
the East African Community

� Revision of EU Minimum Residue Level: Potential effects on S&SEA
exporting MSMEs

� Beyond the 11th WTO Ministerial Conference: Issues and Interests
of the East African Community Members

� Socio-economic Impacts of Climate Change on EAC Agriculture:
Can UNFCCC Negotiators Support Farmers and Agro-processors?

� India-United States Bilateral Trade
� Barriers to US-India Bilateral Trade
� India and The U.S. GSP Programme
� Why Iran is Important for India-US Relations
� SIMP vs. Shrimp: The Changing Dynamics of US-India Shrimp Trade
� Geopolitical instruments of US-India stances in the Indo-Pacific
� Emerging Technologies and the Imperative of Indo-U.S. Cooperation

REGULREGULREGULREGULREGULAAAAATIONTIONTIONTIONTION

RRRRReporeporeporeporepor tststststs

� Strengthening Disclosure and Transparency of Broadband Services
in India

� Regulatory Impact Assessment of Maharashtra City Taxi Rules, 2017
� Impact of GST Law on Mobile Phone Manufacturing in India
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� Standards Development and the 5G Opportunity: Mapping the way
forward for India�s telecommunications Industry

� Standards and Welfare Maximisation: Towards a Competitive &
Innovative 5G Ecosystem in India

� Level the Playing Field to Leverage the Potential of Digital Payments
� Cost Benefit Analysis: Proposed Amendments to the Rajasthan

Shops and Commercial Establishments Act, 1958
� Going Digital � From Innovation to Inclusive Growth in Vietnam
� Competition Concerns in Cross-border E-Commerce: Implications

for Developing Countries
� Consumer Broadband Labels: Strengthening Disclosure and

Transparency of Broadband Services in India
� Digital Payments: Level the Playing Field to Leverage the Potential
� The implications of market structure and nature of competition in the

Zambian agriculture sector: Soya beans and banana agro processing

Discussion PDiscussion PDiscussion PDiscussion PDiscussion Paperaperaperaperaper

� Regulatory Role and Engagement in Energy Transformation
� Status of Implementation of Real Estate (Regulation and

Development) Act, 2016 in Select States of India
� Future of Coal in India

Br iefsBr ie fsBr ie fsBr ie fsBr ie fs

� Regulatory Potholes: Impediments to a Digital India
� The Curious Case of CRO Standards in the ICT Sector
� Documenting Use Cases & Impact of OTT Services
� Regulatory Reforms needed for Ease of Doing Business in India
� Regulatory Innovation in Urban Mobility in India
� Competition Assessment of the Ride Sharing Industry
� Assessment of Socio-Economic Impact of Cross Border Electricity

Trade in the BBIN Region
� Institutionalising Regulatory Impact Assessment in India
� Targeting Inequalities in the Health Sector through Fiscal Policy

Viewpoint PViewpoint PViewpoint PViewpoint PViewpoint Paperaperaperaperaper

� Creative and Innovative India: Overcoming Barriers to Women�s
Empowerment

� Regulatory Reforms Needed for Ease of Doing Business: Learning
from the Recommendations of Various Committees

� WTO 11th Ministerial Conference on �eCommerce: Cross Border
Data Flow and Server Localisation�

Bil l BlowupBill BlowupBill BlowupBill BlowupBill Blowup

� National Medical Commission Bill, 2017

GOVERNANCEGOVERNANCEGOVERNANCEGOVERNANCEGOVERNANCE

RRRRReporeporeporeporepor tststststs

� Institutional and Legislative Assessment of Road Safety in India
� Promoting Sustainable Diets in Zambia

MonographMonographMonographMonographMonograph

� Sustainable Consumption, Practices and Lifestyles in India

CommuniqueCommuniqueCommuniqueCommuniqueCommunique

� Developing a Culture of Sustainable Consumption and Lifestyle
through Organic Production and Consumption in the State of
Rajasthan (ProOrganic II)

� Rajasthan City Mayors� Learning Platform

Br ie fBr ie fBr ie fBr ie fBr ie f

� Food Labelling Regulations in India: Need of Strong Front of
Package Labels
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ANNEX IVANNEX IVANNEX IVANNEX IVANNEX IV

Audit RAudit RAudit RAudit RAudit Reporeporeporeporeporttttt
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